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In low-energy electron diffraction from Pt(1 11), the longitudinal compo-
nent of the spin polarization vector and its transverse component normal
to the scattering plane were measured by a Mott detector and found to
agree very well with corresponding theoretical results. Rotation diagrams
of the longitudinal and transverse components exhibit only a three-fold
symmetry in contrast to the six-fold symmetry, which time reversal invari-
ance dictates for intensities.
IN ELASTIC electron-atom scattering with an high-precision two-axis manipulator for the Pt(l 11)
unpolarized incident beam of momentum k0, spin—orbit crystal allow to feed selected diffracted beams into the
coupling leads to spin polarization such that for polarization analyzer based on Molt scattering at
electrons of momentum k the polarization vector is 120 keV [I). On its path between the diffraction sys-
normal to the scattering plane defined by k0 and k [11. tern and the Mott-detector, the diffracted beam under
In low-energy electron diffraction from crystal surfaces consideration is deflected electrostatically by 90°about
of large.Z materials effects of spin polarization normal the axis normal to the scattering plane (k0, k). Since
to the scattering plane are well-established the deflection leaves the polarization vector P
experimentally and theoretically 121. So far, however, unchanged, the transverse component P~normal to
no experimental verification is known for in-plane the scatteringplane (P~= P . n; n = k0 x k/1k0 x ki)
components, the existence of which was predicted by remains transverse with respect to the new beam
theory [31as a consequence of multiple scattering. We direction, while the initial longitudinal component
report here, for diffraction from Pt(l 11), the first P,~= P k/jkl becomes transverse (lying in the paper
measurements of a spin polarization component parallel plane, still normal to n). The scattering chamber of the
to the scattering plane and compare them to correspond- Mott detector can be rotated about the incoming beam.
ing theoretical results. The present spin polarization Setting the scattering plane of the Molt detector
versus azimuthal angle profiles (rotation diagrams) parallel to the original scattering plane (k0, k) one
further clarify a lack of rotation symmetry indicated measures P~.The component I’,, is analysed, if the two
by earlier results on the normal component of polar- scattering planes are perpendicular to each other.
ization, which were measured for a slightly different Numerical calculations were performed according
diffraction geometry [4], and provide experimental to a relativistic LEED theory [6) with model assump-
verification of recent predictions based on symmetry lions as in a recent application to P1(1 11) [4). The
arguments [5]. effective ion-core potential contains an energy-
Most of the experimental set-up has been dependent local exchange contribution, the inner poten-
described previously [4].The principle of measuring tial has the real and imaginary parts 12 and 4eV, and
the longitudinal spin polarization is illustrated with the the surface barrier is exponentially smooth. In addition
aid of Fig. I. The moveable electron gun and the to the normal component P,~and the longitudinal
____________ component ~k, we have also calculated the second in-
* Present address: Universität Linz, Institut für Experi- plane component Pe = P . e,where e = k x n/k.
mentaiphysik, A-4045 Linz-Auhof, Austria. Figure 2 shows typical calculated diagrams for the
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Fig. 3. Rotation diagrams for the polarization compo.
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diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3 we notice that Ph and Fe van-20
~k ~%J 40 ~~_~:C ing plane if the scattering plane is a mirror plane of theish for ~ = 60°and 120°,i.e. P is normal to the scatter.
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20 F’~~°“~ crystal. While P,1 is symmetric with respect to the mirror
-40 ~‘d -~ planes, Ph and P~are antisymmetric. This behaviour is a
consequence of the fact that P, which is essentially an
30° 600 900 120° 150° 1800 angular momentum, is an axial vector, i.e. it can be
AZIMUTHAL ANGLE ~p thought of as the vector product of two polar vectors.
Since the existence of mirror planes separated by 60°Fig. 2. Rotation diagrams for the specular beam polar-
ization components lying in the scattering plane. (a) angles implies three-fold rotation symmetry about the
Calculated longitudinal component Pk(’p) for polar surface normal, we conclude that our rotation diagrams
angle 0 = 43°,and electron energy E = 60 eV. (b) show the three-fold symmetry of the crystal. That the
Measured Ph(Ip) for 0 = 43.5°±0.5°and E = 60 ±1 eV. symmetry is in fact not a higher one, is apparent from
The error bars give the statistical error due to counting the discrepancy between the heights of the peaks of
in the Molt detector. Additional experimental errors
are: Polarization zero ±1%, calibration of polarization P~near ~ = 80°and ~= 100°and the behaviour of
±7% of given values, linearity of azimuthal angle ±1°. Ph in a wide angular range around p = 80°and
(c) CalculatedPk(p) for 0 = 440 and E = 60eV. (d) = 100°.Also there is no mirror or antimirror sym.
Calculated in-plane component P~(p)(perpendicular to metry with respect to ~p= 90°and p = 150°,which
k and n) for 0 = 44°and E = 60eV. should be present if the rotation symmetry were six-
fold.
components Ph and P~of the polarization vector and Our results contain very interesting information on
the measured diagram for the longitudinal component time reversal effects. In analogy to the behaviour of
Ph. For the latter we note firstly the sizeable peak LEED intensity rotation diagrams, which due to the
values (up to 30%), secondly the strong variations over reciprocity theorem have higher symmetry than the
small angular ranges and thirdly the agreement between crystal [7], one could naively expect six-fold rotation
experiment and theory. Similar properties are found symmetry also for the polarization vector P. Our finding
for the corresponding normal spin polarizationP~, of only three-fold rotation symmetry is, however, con-
which is given in Fig. 3. We notice correlations between sistent with time reversal symmetry, which entails, for
the components: at angles at which P,, shows sharp the specular beam from a surface with three-fold sym-
peaks, also Ph and Pc have peaks or double-peak struc- metry, six-fold symmetry only for the total length P of
tures. the polarization vector (the degree of polarization), but
not for its individual components [5}.
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